The Saturday after examinations the regiment. The subject will be chosen by Dr. David E. Edwards, president, who will conduct the drill under the direction of the major general in command. All officers will be present, and the drill will be conducted in the most efficient manner.

Preparations have already begun for the engineers' annual spring celebration. In spite of the sportive nature of the examinations, many of the students have been working hard during the past couple of weeks.

The lectures will be given at the armory, and all probables will be present, as it is feared that any probable will be disposed to distribute or make Reform tickets among the students and members of the fraternity. It is a case of two, or many, and every student and member of the fraternity must do his part to prevent the disease. The students and members of the fraternity must do their part to prevent the disease.

The plan of having special assignments assigned to the various lectures is thought to be superior to the plan of having each student prepare his own lecture, as it is feared that too many students would be disposed to disseminate or make Reform tickets among the students and members of the fraternity.
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MINOR SPORTS AND THE NEW ATHLETIC SOCIETY

Graduate Manager Donald and a number of the men interested in the cultivation of minor sports are ambitious to organize a new society composed of those athletes who have earned their minor sport "C". The new organization will be patterned closely after the long established Big "C" Society. So many, many society members are already existing representing certain related groups of interested students that something more than a passing enthusiasm for operating under Roberts' Rule or Order and holding a membership certificate must exist before any new venture will be accepted. The analysis of motives becomes all the more critical when the proposed movement bears the semblance of a doubtful house society. Because of the present need, for constantly striving to retain all athletic-facilities to the point where every student may find a place open to him in some one of the fields of sport, the proposed new society can certainly claim for itself a broad field of activity.

The present organization of the major sports does not afford the full opportunity to the individual of average dimensions for participating for any length of time in a single season and limited equipment tends to
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Reservations at Wieneke's Wednesday and Thursday

GOE COLLEGE ANNOUNCES
PADEREWSKI
WORLD'S GREATEST PIANIST

Reserved seats may be secured NOW by mailing order, accompanied by remit-
tation and stamped, self-addressed envelope. These orders will be filled in order of receipt. Tickets will be chosen as near those included in possible. Prices: Main Floor, middle section, rows A to R, $2.00; rows S to Z, $1.00. Balcony, first four rows, $1.50; next four rows, $1.00. Others, 75 cents. Box seats, $2.00.

Seats reserved at School of Music.

See Miss Lute.
That the world's past real record is doomed to be broken this year is one of the athletes is claimed by Syracuse University. Trainer Tom Keene predicts that O'Pry, a sophmore, will do better than 11 feet 2 inches. As a freshman last year he could not compete in intercollegiate contests, but last spring he placed third in the same meet defeated by Wright of Dartmouth and Wagner of Yale, going 12 feet 6 1/2 inches.

The greatest honor conferred in American historical research was awarded this year to a Cornell graduate. This is the Adams prize for the best original thesis on modern European history, and is offered by the American Historical Association. Miss Louise Brown, Cornell '01, the winner of this year's prize, has made extensive studies in European history, the thesis of which she is to submit in two years to gain this honor.

Free speech for their professors is demanded by the students of the Pennsylvania University School of Finance. Reports were in circulation that certain professors might be dissuaded from giving expression to critical views on political and social topics. This news aroused the students to call a mass meeting wherein complaints were adopted expressing the confidence in the two instructors whose names were mentioned in the reports.

Harvard University and the University of California are considering an exchange of professors, beginning within the next academic year. This is in continuation of the exchange professorship which already includes France, Germany and Japan. In this case students as well as professors may be exchanged. Negotiations are being carried on by the Chines minister to Washington.
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